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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

Entire References has to be formatted properly 

 

Apply: All references and grammatical errors were revised. 

 

 

SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

The paper looks good and interesting, however there are two comments as follows: 1. 

There are several grammatical and spelling mistakes in the text that should be noticed by 

the authors. 2. Since laser and stem cells may be considered as a combination therapy in 

diabetic foot ulcers, I suggest that the authors provide a brief discussion of their 

potential applications. 

 

Apply:  

1. All references and grammatical errors were revised. 

2. I added new section which clarified low laser therapy. 

 

 

SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

This review mainly talked about the etiopathogenesis, classification and treatments of 

DFU. The whole manuscript need largely re-editting.  My comments are as follows: 1. 

The title "Diabetic Foot Ulcers; A devastating complication of Diabetes Mellitus 

continues non- stop in spite of new medical treatment modalities" in fact not in 

accordance with the main content of the manuscript. And I don't think the ";" is proper 

in the title; 2. It is a good topic about DFU, however, the first two part about the 
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"Pathophysiology" and "Classifications of Foot Ulcers" are well known in the literatures 

and no new data about this therefore I think these part should be very conclusive instead 

of in very detail. Furthermore, the author should make the subtile more logical; 3. The 

main part is the third part and there are many new methods nowadays including LLLT, 

platelet concentrate and autologous stem cell etc al. I think the authors should include 

these types of treatment. And furthermore, I think it is better to write this part more 

logically. eg: basic therapy including glycemic control, anti-infection, improved blood 

supply etc al. then following with other specific therapy. 

 

Apply: 

1. Diabetic Foot Ulcers; A devastating complication of Diabetes Mellitus continues non- 

stop in spite of new medical treatment modalities 

2. Diabetic foot therapy is basically known by all physicians. But pathophysiology and 

classification are not considered as a different topic or section.  

3. Since all tretment modalities (conventional or adjunctive) are based on 

pathophysiology of diabetic foot. And we highlighted conventonal therapy should be 

considered as a principal treatment although  various novel therapies are developed. 


